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Abstract-A novel neural net-work adaptive control scheme
for cement milling circuits is presented. Estimates of the onestep-ahead errors in control signals are calculated through a
neural predictive model of the plant and used for contioller
tuning. A robust on-line learning algorithm, based on the direct use of sliding mode control (SMC) theory is applied to
both: to the contiroller and to the model as well. The proposed
approach allows handling of mismatches, uncertainties and
parameter changes in the plant model. The results from simulations shoii that both the neural model and the controller inherit some of the advantages of SMC, such as high speed of
learning and robustness. Fast convergence ability and good
performance on reducing mapping error are obser ed, leading
to an improvement of the transient response of the closed-loop
sy-stem.
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Fig. 1 Cemenit milling circuit
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linear multivariable control techniques [2 - 4]. Recently the
research efforts have been concentrated on conitrollers that
are able to prevent the mill from plugging. The linear controllers based on a linear approximation of the grinding
process, are stable and effective only around the specified
nominal operating point. The existing disturbances (like
changes in the grindabilitv of the ran material) niay drive
the mill to a new operating point w'here the controller cannot stabilize the plant.
In an attemiipt to solve the problem. a simplified nonlinear model of tde mlilling circuit that is able to reproduce
the plugging phenoiiienon in a realistic way.- was developed
in a recenit study' [5] and a state feedback controller based
on a nonlinear predictive control strategy was designied. Although the proposed system has larger stabilitv region compared to the linear controllers, the risk of plugging was not
completely av oided. In a later work. F. Grognard et al. [6].
usinig the model of tde grinding circuit proposed in [5]. suggested a robust state feedback nonlinear controller tdat is
able to prevent the mill from plugging.
Control teclmiques using classical controllers proposed
in [1-61 can be efficient on'l if the interrelationsliips between the variables can1 be correctly. determnined and modeled. It is well known that material grinding depends on
many factors including mill geometry, speed. ball size distribution, miiatenral grindabilit and granulometrn. Due to
the inherent process complexit tyhie development of an accurate model of the cement milling circuit is not a simple
task and, as stated in [4]. the dynamic modeling of grinding
processes is still an open area.
Taking into account the above characteristics of the ce-

I. INTRODUCTION

In cemenit industrx. the control of the mnilling process has
remained a clhallenging problem for years because of tlhe
existing model uncertainties. nonlinearities. changes in the
parameters and their interdepenidence.
Fig. 1 illustrates a cement milling circuit. The cement
mill is fed with raw material (feed). consisting of clinker.
slag. gypsum and otlier raw- material componienits. After
grinding. the material is introduced in a hiigh-efficiencyT
classifier and separated into two classes. The tailings (refused part) are returned to the mill inlet while the final
product (accepted part) exits the milling circuit. The classification of the material is driv,en by the adjustable rotational
speed anid air flow rate of the classifier.
Cemiienit milling is a highI.T energ-y-consuming operation
in the cemiient industn. so efficient control is required in
order to reduce the specific production costs (kWh/ton of
cement produced) while maintaining the product quality.
i.e., cement fineniess at an acceptable level.
There exists a nionlinear dependence of the mill product
on the mill load and the hardness of grinded material wliich
can sometimes cause the instability of the system, obstruction of the mill and interruption of the grinding process.
The phenomenon is known as "plugging". The specific
production costs also depend on the load in the mill.
In current practice, the grinding processes are still often
operated in manual mode or, to a limited extend, using simple monovariable controllers [1]. During the last 10 years,
several control approaches have been proposed including
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ment millinig circuit, a neuro-adaptive control is proposed
as an appropriate control method in this work. The major
advantage of the proposed method is that there is no need
to develop an accurate imiodel of the mlilling circuit in advance. It is learned instead on-line. bv a nultilaver feedfonrward neural network (FNN).

(feed flow

rate (tons/h)) and v (tlhe separator
(r/nin)) in this work, can be determined as follows:

e(k +1)=

Te

II. INTELLIGENT CONTROL APPROXCH

Based on the principles of the one-step-alhead control. a
new neurocontrol scheme is constructed as depicted in Fig.
2.
The conitrol objective is to regulate the final product rate
and the mill load Z at the desired set points rf and
by acting on the feed floNw rate 1 anid the separator
speed V. The controller must prev-ent the mill from plugging and be robust against miiodeling uncertainties.
The model errors e v(k-)=V'(k-)- f (k) anid
e. (k-) = 4(/) - 4k) are used for the training of the plant
miiodel. where v, (k-) and l (k) are the real and the estimated value of the product flow rate (tons/h). w hile z(k)
and 4k-) are the real and the estimated value of the load in
the mill (tons). respectivel.
The cost function to be miinimized, during the controller
adaptation process. is the one-step-ahead predicted sumsquared error of the closed-loop sl stem.
z
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model and to predict outputs of the plaiit one-step-aliead.
The iietu ork lias a lav-ered structure that COllSiStS of eiglit
illpUt unlits, two ouitput umts aiid a Ilidden lai-er Ni-ith 32

UllitS.

Tlse outputs of tlle neural network plaiit rniodel cain be
determ-ined as folloivs.

(kc +l) =f

ZW2t' (k)fL ZWI,j(k)J(k)i

41' (k ±1) = W{
|

W2- (k)f

(4)

rZWl (k-)1.4k)j (5)

In above q is the numiber of neurons in the hiidden layer
(32 in this work). n is the number of FNN inputs (8 in this
work). Wi, is the weight of the ith neuron in the first (hid-

den) layJer from its jth input. F2,) is the weight of the output neuron for 1.fP from its idt input (from ith neuron in the
hiddeni lay+er). W2i is the weiglht of the output neuron for
zP from its ith input. 1(k-) is a set of input data presented
to the netwxork at the current time step k and consisting of
p

f' (k- + 1) pr (k +1) and
e (k+1) =z7ek±(k-+ 1) - vP (k + 1) are the predicted errors.
and vi;te (k- + 1). and VP' (k + 1) are the one-step-ahead refIn above

e3 (k+)

erence and the predicted value of the product flow rate,
I re (k- + I). and zP (Q + 1) are the one-step-alhead
while
reference and the predicted value of the load in the mnill
respectivelv.
The predicted command errors (i.e.. the plant input errors). named as the "'v7irtual't errors of the control inputs 1

Modul

rors

1(-)
3k.w(-)
18(t-).~~~~~~~~

(k-) y' f(k- -1)

and z(k -1). . 0fH
(.) is the activation function for the hiidden node i. whulile f(.) is the linear activation function of
the output nodes.
In order to calculate the 'virtual' errors in the coitrol
inputs 1' and u , the partial derivatives in Eqs. (2)-(3 ) must
be determined first. The partial derivFative of v.f with respect to ui can be calculated as in Eq. (6):

ouatput unilts

hidden uizits
input units
Fig. 2 The neuro-adaptive control scheme of the milling process
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Fig. 3 Structure of the neural network predictor
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trollers (10) and (11) slhould in principle work as adaptive
controllers for time-varying systems as well. Naturally the
i-forxvard- neural model providing the virtual errors e,) and
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is a log-sigmoid function and
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Similarlh it can be derived that:
5i r(k+l)

=vZ 2jTV2 (A-) Li - fH (x, )]fH (x ) j I5, (k)- (7)
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[
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Adaptive PID-like controller structures are considered in
this work for the two simultaneously controlled paramieters
(the finislhed product and the load in the miill). It slhould be
noticed that the range of possible controller implemnentations can be mluch wider and neural structures hav ing olne
or more hidden layers can be used too. The required controls v(k) and md/k) at time instant k are computed as follow s:
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uI(k) =e (k)-e (k-l)-(
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+ e (k -2).
(k)e - 2e.

hu3(k)=

e, miust be updated on-lile, simultaneously w ith the update of the controller paraimieters. Wlhen the abovespecialised training principle was originallv introduced, a
recursive gradient method was considered. However, it is
well knownn that the convergence speed of gradient based
learning (e.g.. dynamic back propagation metlhod) is very
slowA, especially wivhen the search space is complex. Additionallh\- the tuning process can easily be trapped inlto a local minimum. Furthermore. a number of numerical robustness issues need to be taken also into accounit when recursive estimationi algorithms are applied over long periods of
time [7].
In the tlheonr of control engineering, one wax of designing a robust anid stable control sxvstem is to use the v\ariable
structure svsterns (VSS) approaclh. which enables the designer to coimie up with rigorous stabilit` analysis. It is wellknown fact that a v-ariable structure controller with a
switclhing output will (under certain circumstalces) result
in a sliding mode on a predefined subspace of the state
space. This mode lhas useful invariance properties in the
face of unicertainities in the plant model and therefore is a
good candidate for control of uncertain nonlinear systems.
The studies demonstrating the high perforuimace of the
vTariable structure control in handling the uncertainities and
imprecision hav7e motiv;Tated the use of sliding mode control
(SMC) scheme in training of computationallh initelligent
systems. Recentlyv a new on-line learning algoritlmi for
training FNN, based on direct use of SMC strategy, wvas
proposed by- Panna et al. [8]. The on-line learning capabilitv of the algoritlmi in applications demanding adaptationi to
constanthy changinig enviro mental parameters. such as
adaptive real-time control wAas first inxvestigated in [9]. It is
currentlyT implemiienited for the proposed neurocontrol svstem of the cemient milling circuit. Some inmprovemiients are
suggested in order to achieve learning of the controller under an optimal control criterion.
The SMC design is divided into two phases. In the first,
sliding surfaces to produce the input/output behav-ior are
defined. In the second. the parameters/w eights are updated
in order to satisfy the conditions for tracking and sliding on
the surfaces.
Consider the vinual errors eV, and e,, by adding to
these tenns the tenns pv and p7i. (p > 0). respectively,
for penalizing the controls v and u a simple tvpe of optimnal control criterion is achieved.
El,

(k i)
-

=e,,! +piV

= e, + pu

(12)

As p is increased the control signal will become
smoother and will attain smaller values. The sliding surfaces for the controller could then be defined as follows:

ilL THE LEARNING ALGORITHM

If
the
tuning
of
the
parameters
Kim(k) (I = v.u: m = 1 2, 3) is never turned off, the con-

S, (A-)= A--,(h-)+ AI -, (k)
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'

Su (A-) Ac,, (If) + A" cil (A-)

(13)

=

model is obtained as in Eq. (25) (for f >o ):

where 2A2
*A > 0 and

AW1I (k,) = /Ce, (At + 1) 1, (k-)sig7 (SN (AL))

( )-, (kAc, (1) = Q,.

Ao, (h

=

'

1)

(h-)- £-,, (k 1)

For the

(14)

(A-)+ee (hk)

A 4 and

a1

a,.

A. ) slhould

be

deriv ed in advance in order to predict conv ergence and stabilihtv properties. The way how to deriv?e them is presented
in the extended version of this paper that is to appear in the
Elsevier Journal of Process Control latter this year.

S., (k -1) = Ae, (k-) +e, (kt)
-

to be controlled, the bounds for

a3. a4

For the output layer of the predictive model the sliding
surfaces are defined as in Eq. (15) (2A.24 >0):

Sk 1) =Ae

sv stem

(25)

IV. SIMwTLATION RESULTS

(15)

Extensive simulations are conducted to investigate the
abilitN- of the sclheme depicted Fig. 2 to work as an adaptive controller M lhen the sliding mode leaning algorithm is
applied. The results are presented in Fig. 4(a)-(e).
The nonlinear miiodel of the milling circuit introduced in
[5] is used in simulations. This miiodel describes the evolution of the load in die niill and it is able to reproduce some
(unstable) behavior that has been observed wzith the LQ
controller in the feedback loop. It consists of three nonlinear differential equations explaining the evolution of three

wi-7here

on
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Therefore. considering the fact that the output units of
the both learning structures lhave linear activation functions,
the weight update rules for tde output laver of the plant
model and for the controller can be obtained, bh following
the method presented in [8]. as in Eqs. (21)-(24) (for
a 1-a4

,Ir + a

hi)1:

is a log-sigmoid function

]f (X )Ll(kF

?(p z,d) + it+.VJ.

)k7d

In

1+e'

e X()=[1f(X

t' + (I-(l d

570170;(50 )
L
(P1450
= 0.8:
n=4
(tons/hf)(r/min)t
=
=
16.50
LUI
(z. d) niaxjoj(- dLf,7 LQ2Z7)J
T=0.3 h: 1f. =0.01 h;
L¼=0.1l6 (To1s
d=1.
In the abov e
is the tailings flow rate (tons/h).
(z. d) is the output floN rate of the mill (tons/h). and d
represents the hardness of the material inside the mill with
respect to tde nominal one. The values of tde vanrous coefficients in this nionlinear model have been tuned in such a
way that the model step responses fit with experimental
step responses described in [5].
From the second nonlinear differential equation and the
definition of 9p. it can be noticed that there is a constraint
on the maximum value of the circulating load (feed plus
tailings (rejected oversized particles) flow rates). By an
easyr manipulation of the three nonlinear differential equations it follows that it is possible to choose independently
only two of the three steady-state values, tde third one being imposed from the model equations. Choosing set-points
for y, and y, would impose a given steady-state value
for which could be unachievable. The above explains
with

Wlfj (kJ)I (k)

=-

The weight update mle for the hidden laver of the plant
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(lih)-

the reasons for using the load in the nmill Z and the v alue
of the product flow rate j'/ as set-points in the control
strategy suggested in [5].
In the simulations a sampling period T, = 0.3 min is
chosen. Simulations start with randomlyll chosen w eights of
the neural model and the controller and with set-poinlts values lxfef = 120 tons/lh and z = 55 tons. Then it is supposed

Product olowrate. continuous line, neural model. dash-dot line: set-point, dash line
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that the hardness d changes from its nominal value 1 to
1.5 within the tine interval 211 - 420 in. the set-point for
the product floN rate `r7f1 clhanges from 120 to 125 tons/h
Nwithin the tillie intenral 120 - 375 in. and tile set-point for
the load in the mill z changes from 55 to 70 tons during
the period from 67 to 270 in. The accepted values of the
different coefficients and constants during simulations are:
A -A iL4. AH =1:
a.a
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x
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x
10p
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2; a=
0;
a3c =8 10
The control signals it and 1' are restricted Nwithinlthe
interval [0 250] . The v alues of tlhe signals presented to
the inputs of the neural network model are decreased b'factor of Io
It is clear that the nominal responses to the
set-points changes as well as to the hardness clhnge are
correct and tlhese clhanges do not cause instabilities of the
closed loop (plugginig). It should be noted also that the
transition times are much smaller as compared to those obtained w-hen a LQ controller, or a NRH control law is implemented [5].
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V. CONCLUSIONS

500

(C)

A novel neuro-adaptiv-e control scheme for cement niilling circuits is proposed. Its imiajor advantage is that there is
no need to develop an accurate model of tlhe miilling circuit
in adv1ance. Instead, it is learned on-line by a nieural network. This allows dealing more successfully with the existing model uncertainties, parameter changes alnd their interrelations. The possibilities for implementation of a sliding
mode learning algorithm. proposed in [8]. as on-line
meclanism for adaptation of neurocontrol systems have
been investigated. It is confinned tlhat the algonrtim can be
used to train the networks as the)- interact with the extemal
enviromnent. The trained structures are robust and learn
fast. both of which are features inherited from SMC. Siinulations results show- that tlle nominal responses to the setpoinit changes as well as to the lhardness change are correct
and these chaniges do not cause instabilities of the closed
loop system (plugging). In can be observed also that the
transition times, undershoots and overslhoots are much
smaller compared to these reported in [5].
The real difficulty related witi the practical implementation of the proposed control approach (and also with tfle
previously proposed approaches in [5,6]) is the need for a
measurement of the load of tlhe mill. As it has been alreadv
mentioned in [5] various techniques can be implemented
(some of them are already available in industrial milling
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Fig. 4 Simulation results
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* The cement mill could be installed on a Neigliing svstem and its total mass can be measured. The cemiient load
can be derived from it.
* Some mills are equipped with an "electronic ear". The
measured noise is inversely proportional to the mill
load.
In case the niill load obtained by the above teclhniques is
not precise enouglh then a nonlinear observer of this variable can be developed as an alternative. The authors are
planing to studv' it in their future work.
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